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Detecting aliased tidal errors in altimeter height
measurements

Michael G. Schlax and Dudley B. Chelton
Collegeof Oceanicand AtmosphericSciences,Oregon State University,Corvallis

Abstract. A simple statistic is derived for quantifying the potential for the aliasing of
tidal errorsin a givenlinear estimateof sea surfaceheight constructedfrom altimeter data.
The existenceof M2 tidal constituent errors in Geosat data processedin the traditional way

(i.e., with orbit errorsremovedusingleastsquaresfits to 1 cycleper revolutionsinusoids)
which are of sufficientmagnitude to alias into apparently westward propagating ocean
features is demonstratedby artificially inducing aliasing. The aliasing statistic presented
here respondsclearly to the induced aliasing and to actual aliasing causedby real data
dropoutsin the Geosat data. The potential for aliasing M2 tidal errors is shownto vary
with latitude dependingon the time interval between ascendingand descendingground
tracks near the location of interest. The methods developed here are applied to Geosat
data from the northeast Atlantic to demonstratethe presenceof M2 tidal error aliasing in
those data.

1. Introduction

smaller than the signal of interest or that the tidal errors averageto near zero in fields of SSH constructed
The fact that oceantidal signalsalias into altimetric from spatially and temporally averagedaltimeter data.
sea surfaceheight (SSH) measurements
is well known In large part this casual concernfor tidal errors has
of the large number of suc[Parkeet al., 1987;Jacobset al., 1992]and is the rea- developedas a consequence
son that model-based estimates of the ocean tides must

cessful altimeter

studies

in which

there

is little

or no

be removedfrom altimeter data as a primary data pro-

evidence that tidal errors are a major concern. Most

cessingstep. The Schwiderski
[1980]and Cartwright- of these studies have focused on mesoscalevariability
Ray [CartwrightandRay,1990;Cartwrightet al., 1991] in regionswherethe amplitudesof energeticeddiesare
tidal models generally used to correct altimetric data
are summarizedby Ray [1993]. Becauseof the limited
quantity and nonoptimal geographicaldistribution of

high-qualityin situtidal recordsin the openocean[e.g.,
Cartwrightand Ray, 1990;Ray, 1993],it is difficultto
obtain reliable error statistics for state-of-the-art

tide

models.It is generallyacknowledged
that the presently
available tide models may be uncertain by 10 cm or
moreoverlarge areasof the ocean[e.g., Wagner,1991;
Ray, 1993]. The existenceof significanttide errorsin
the Geosat data is supported by the work of Jacobs

et al. [1992]. They presentedan elegantmethodfor
estimating and removingtidal model errors that relies
upon the aliasingcharacteristics
of Geosat. The potential for residualtidal signalaliasinginto SSH data must
thereforebe recognized.
Despite the large amplitude of this important geophysicalcorrection,little attention is generallypaid to
tidal errors in oceanographicapplicationsof altimeter

data [Jacobset al., 1992,1993,are notableexceptions].
The prevailingattitude seemsto be a blind faith either
that

residual

errors in the model

tide

corrections
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are

much larger than tidal errors. Moreover,until recently,
most applicationsof altimeter data have used simplistic
short-arc polynomial correctionsto mitigate the effects
of orbit errors [seeCheltonand Schlax,1993for a discussion];to the extent that errors in tide modelsare
spatially coherent,many of the residual tidal errors are
removed along with the orbit error by these short-arc
polynomial corrections. Short-arc orbit error corrections are adequate for mesoscalestudies, but more sophisticated methodsthat retain the large-scalesea level
signalsof interestand focusspecificallyon orbit errors
are necessaryfor studies of basin-scalesea level variability. Ray [1993]hascautionedthat the inaccuracyof
tide models will becomemuch more apparent as altimeter data are appliedto studiesof large-scalevariability.
The objectives of this study are to present both a
technique for quantifying the potential for tidal aliasing and examplesin whichoceanographic
interpretation
of altimeter data is seriously compromisedby errors in
presently available tide models. This analysiswas motivated in part by the study by Jacobset al. [1992],
which is one of the few published altimetric studies of
large-scalesealevelvariability that explicitly addresses
the problem of tidal aliasing. They showedthat for
the Geosat 17-day exact repeat orbit, the aliased M•
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tidal constituenthasa nearlyannualperiod(317 days)
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and is manifestedspatially as a westward propagating
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signal whosewavelengthin kilometersand phasespeed of correctionsand processingmethods applied to the
in centimetersper secondare approximately834cos(O) GDR data by individual investigators. Becauseof the
and 3 cos(O),respectively,
where0 is latitude. As this small magnitudeof many of the oceansignalsof interfrequencyand wavelengthfall very closeto the disper- est and the relatively large magnitude of some of the
sion curve for the first baroclinic-modeannual Rossby correctionsappliedto the data (tidal, orbit error, wet
wave, this aliased tidal signal might easily be misin- tropospheric
andelectromagnetic
bias,to namea few),
terpreted as evidencefor westward propagatingRossby it is often difficult to compare the results of studies of
waves.
the same region that were done using data with disIt is shown here that aliasing of M2 tidal error has similar corrections or correction methods. Ocean tide
serious implications for numerous recent publications correctionsmade to Geosat data are a casein point.
citing evidence for Rossby waves based on analysis
The modeltide valuessuppliedwith the originalgeoof Geosat data. In a typical analysis of this phe- physical data records processedwith the orbits comnomenon, the phase speeds of Rossby waves are de- puted by the Naval AstronauticsGroup (the NAG
duced from time-longitude plots of SSH along a given GDRs), datingprior to October23, 1988,weresubject

latitude (so-calledHovm511er
diagrams)and their cor- to two errorsthat are described
by Doyle et al. [1989]
and Cheneyet al. [1991]. Becausetheir existenceis

respondingwavenumber-frequency
power spectral density plots. The time-longitude plots are constructed
from a uniform space-timegrid of smoothedestimates
of SSH derived from the irregularly sampled altimeter
data. Theseestimatesare usuallyobtainedby applying
some type of linear smoother to the raw SSH data. Ex-

not widely known, these tidal errors are summarized
here. First, the Q1 model constituentlacked a term for

the mean longitudeof lunar perigeeP0. Second,nodal
variation terms for all 11 model constituents were omitted.

The

difference

between

the corrected

and uncor-

amplesincludesimplespace-timeaveraging[e.g., Tokmakian and Challenor,1993; Matthewset al., 1992],
loesssmoothing[Cheltone! al., 1990; Matano et al.,
1993],or objectiveanalysis[e.g., White et al., 1990].
These estimatesincorporatedata from both ascending

rected tide models is approximately 1.8 cm rms over
the open ocean. For the M2 constituentin particular,
the seconderror can amount to nearly 4% of the M2

and descendingground tracks, which complicatesthe
characterizationof the resultingtidal aliasing.
As in most other previousstudiesof tidal aliasingin

rors were corrected in the latest version of the Geosat

altimeter data, Jacobset al. [1992]treat the problem

Another source of tide error in both the NAG and the
GEM-T2
GDRs corrected with the Schwiderski model

as one of simple undersamplingof the errors of each
tidal constituent with a samplinginterval equal to the
repeat period of the satellite. The formalism for determining the frequency aliased by a specifictidal constituent for a particular repeat period is givenby Parke

amplitudeand causesmallerrorsin the phase(P. L.
Woodworth,personalcommunication,
1993). Theseerdata, the GEM-T2

GDRs distributed on CD-ROMs

[Cheneyet al., 1991].

is the lack of a correctionfor the elastic loadingtide.
For the M• constituent this can amount to an error of

severalcentimeters[Ray and Sanchez,1989].

Some investigators have used the tide model of
et al. [1987]. Such a treatment effectivelyconsiders Cartwrightand Ray [1990] to correct Geosat data.

ascendingor descendingdata in isolation and ignores
the reduced aliasing that is possible when data from
ascendingand descendingtracks in the vicinity of the
SSH estimation point are combined. The aliasing resuiting from the more complicated,irregular sampling
pattern imposedby combiningdata from ascendingand
descendingground tracks is quantified by the method
presentedhere. Followinga brief discussionin section2
of tide model errors in Geosat data, a statistic for determining the potential for tidal aliasingin irregularly
sampled altimeter data is presentedin section3. Several
examples that demonstrate the utility of this statistic
are presented in section 4.
2. Tide

Model

Errors

in Geosat

Data

While this model is not subject to any of the problems
disscusedabove and includesthe elastic loading tide,
there is evidencethat it may be influencedby the large

orbit errorscontaminating
all of the Geosatdata (D. B.
Chelton and M. G. Schlax, I cpr variability in TOPEX
data:

Orbit

error or tidal error? submitted

to Journal

of Geophysical
Research,1994).
The Geosat data used here were corrected for tides

by the Schwiderski tide model values from the NAG
GDRs but incorporatedthe GEM-T2 orbits. Orbit error correctionswereappliedas describedby Chelionand

Schlax[1993].

3. A Simple Statistic for the Potential
for Tidal Aliasing

Before TOPEX/Poseidon geophysicaldata records
Let h(x,y,t) denotethe residualSSH after the usual
(GDR) becameavailablein mid-1993,data from the instrumental, environmental, orbit height, and tidal
havebeenapplied[e.g.,Chelion,1988].Confirst2 yearsof the GeosatExactRepeatMission(ERM) corrections
were the primary resourcefor altimetric studiesof ocean sider a single tidal constituent with frequency f. Deprocesses.An unfortunate aspect of the many applica- note the error in the tidal model used to correct h
tions of the GeosatERM data is the bewilderingarray by the real part of the complexquantity e(x,y,t) =
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E(x, y) exp(-2rrift), whereE(x, y) is a complexfield unitvalue.If IA(f)l issmall,thenthemagnitude
ofthe
aliasedtidal error will be small as well, regardlessof
(amplitudeand phase).Then we may write
theamplitude
or phase
of E(x0,y0). If I/i•(f)lis large,

that definesthe geographicvariation of the tidal error

h(x,y,t) = •l(x,y,t) + Re[e(x,y,t)],

(1)

where•/representsthe entirety of the oceansignalnot
containing the tidal error component.

then the possibilityof tidal error aliasingcannotbe discounted,althoughthe amountof tidal error aliasingwill
dependupon the amplitudes and relative phasesof the

termsin (3). WhenI_•(f)lisnotsmall,theinvestigator
is obliged to expend some effort to determine the na-

An estimateof SSH at the point (x0, yo,to) resulting ture of the tidal errorterm E(x0, y0) andthe magnitude

from the application of a linear smoother to n data near
the estimation point is
n

•(xo,Yo,to)-

of the resulting aliased tidal error to make a convincing casethat the signalin the data is of oceanographic
origin and not aliased tidal errors.

Thealiasing
statistic
I_•(f)Imayalsobederived
using
the equivalent transfer function formalism of Schlax and

j=l

Chelton[1992][alsoCheltonand $chlax, 1994]. The

n

frequency content of an estimate derived from a linear
smoother is quantified by equivalent transfer function

j=l
n

for that

estimate:
n

j----1

/)(x0,
Y0,
to;sx,Sy,
f) - y•.ajexp(2rri(sxX+Syyftj )),

wherethe smootherweightsaj dependon both the locationof the estimateand the particular smoothingalgorithm used [e.g., $chlaz and Chelton, 1992; Buja el
al., 1989].
The secondterm in (2) represents
the contributionof
the error in the tidal modelto the estimate.Assuming
that the amplitude and phaseof the tidal error do not

varyrapidlyoverthe regionfromwhichthe data making
up the smoothedestimateare drawn, we may write the
tidal error contribution

as

j----1

wheres• and $y are the wavenumbers
in the x and y
directions,respectively.The aliasingstatistic presented
here is just the modulusof P at zero wavenumbers,expressingthe assumptionleadingto (5) that the amplitude and phaseof the tidal error do not changerapidly
in space.

When applying the aliasing statistic derived in this

section,the fundamentalassumptionleadingto (5)
must be borne in mind, namely, that the tidal error

n

Re[•(xo,Yo,to)]
-- y•.c•jRe[e(xj,yj,tj)]
j=l

term E(x, y) doesnot changerapidlyin space.This assumptionmay not be valid in certain regionswhere the
structureof the tide is complex(e.g., over continental
shelves).

--Re
[•o•je(xj,yj,ti)]
4. Examples

j=l

= Re[E(xo,Yo)t•(f)],
(3) In this section, four examplesof the use of the aliasingstatistic
I_•(f)larepresented.
TheGeosat
dataused

where

in this sectionwere processedusing the proceduresde-

n

•(f) - • ajexp(-2rri
ftj ).

(4)

scribedby Matano et al. [1993],with orbit errorsremovedas describedby Cheltonand Schlax[1993].The
smoothed
SSH estimatesare the result of applying a
Equation (3) providesan upper bound for the magnij--1

tude of the aliased tide error as

IRe[(xo,yo,to)]
l Im(xo,yo)ll(f)l.

(5)

In the absenceof detailed knowledgeabout the am-

plitudeand phaseof the tidal error E(x0, y0), the term

quadratic loesssmoother with half-spansof 40 in latitude and longitude and 30 days to residual SSH data
that were previouslysmoothedalong track to remove
unwanted variablility with scalesshorter than 100 km.

All estimatesweremadeat the crossovers
of ascending
and descendingtracks at 17-day intervals.

I•(f)l isa measure
ofthepotential
forthepresence
of 4.1. Inducing Apparent Westward Propagation
through Me Tidal Error Aliasing
magnitude
of I•(f)l generally
ranges
fromzerowhen
tidal aliasingin a givenestimateof SSH. In practice, the

there is no possibilityfor aliasing of the tidal error to
1 when the potential existsfor 100% of the tidal error
to be aliased. Depending on the distribution of data
and the exact form of the tidal error, the tidal error

Figures la and lb show time-longitude and power
spectral density plots of smoothed SSH between 20øW
and 0øW along latitude 38.9øSin the southeasternAtlantic. These figures show only weak evidence of west-

might actuallybe amplified;that is, IA(f)l can exceed ward propagation. The correspondingplot of the alias-
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to (5), there is thus little aliasedtidal error in most of
theseestimates,regardlessof the magnitude and phase
of the error in the M2 tidal model used to correct these

3OO

•

data.

Figures2a and 2b are time-longitude and powerspectral density plots of the same estimates constructed
from only the data along ascendingtracks. In this case
there is clearly an apparent westwardpropagation centered in frequency-wavenumberspaceon the M2 tidal

200

o_

lOO

alias(as calculatedby Jacobset aL [1992]).The correspondingplot of the aliasingstatistic(Figure2c) shows
_>0

-15

-10

-5

0

Longitude(degrees)

values uniformly greater than or equal to 1, indicating that any tidal error presentmay, dependingon its

complex
phase
relative
to thatof/•(f), becompletely
aliased

b

into

the smoothed

SSH

estimates

constructed

from ascendingtrack data only. Tidal error aliasing

0.030

does in fact occur in this instance

and is manifested

at

this latitude as the westwardpropagatingsignalof 5- to
10-cmamplitude evidentin Figure 2a with wavenumber

0.025

0.020

-

0.015

-

0.010

-

0.005

-

0.00157km-x andfrequency
0.00315s-x (Figure2b),
corresponding
to a phasespeedof 2.3 cm/s.
These figures are conclusiveevidencefor the presence in this region of significanterrors at the M2 tidal
frequency in the processedGeosat data analyzed here.
Moreover, the magnitude of the tidal error observed

hereagreeswith the resultsof Jacobset al. [1992,Figure 6a], who usedthe correctedSchwiderski
modelsup-

0.000

-0.30

-0.15

0.00

O. 15

0.30

cycles/degree longitude

plied with the GEM-T2 GDRs. They calculated M2
tidal errors in this regionwith amplitudesrangingfrom
4 to 9 cm. This tidal error is obscured in SSH estimates

constructedfrom combinedascendingand descending
track data becausethe time interval betweenascending
and descendingground tracks at this particular latitude is favorable for weak aliasing. This condition is

4OO

300

reflected
bythesmallvalues
of IA(/)l in Figurela (see
alsosection4.3).
In this exampleof inducedaliasing,the worstpossible

?.•,ø
200

casehas been presented:that of a region with only data
from ascendingor descendingtracks. This is an imporlOO

tant point, asin manyregions(e.g., off the westcoastof
California, in the Malvinas Basin, and in the Aghulas

o

-20

Return Current), lossof either ascendingor descendI

-15

I

I

-10

-5

,

l

0

Longitude(degrees)

ing track data for extended periods was common for

Geosatbecauseof problemswith attitude control[Cheneyet al., 1988, Figure2]. Aliasingof M2 tidal errors

Figure 1. (a) Time-longitudesectionof smoothedsea is thus a seriousconcernin these regions. The evidence
surfaceheight(SSH) alonglatitude38.9øS.The contour for westward propagating baroclinic Rossby waves off
interval is 0.05 m. (b) Power spectraldensity corre- the California coast in particular, as presented by, for
spondingto Figure la smoothedto provide 18 degrees example, White et al. [1990],Matthewsel al. [1992],
of freedom.The contourintervalis 0.1 m2/cpdper cy- and Kelley e! al. [1993],is compromised
by the almost
cle per degree longitude. The point to which the M2
tide is aliasedby Geosatis markedby an asterisk. (c)

total lossof descendingtrack data in this region.

Values
ofthealiasing
statistic
I•(f)l forthesmoothed4.2.
SSH in Figure la. The contour interval is 0.2.

ing statisticIA(/)I for theseSSHestimates
(Figure
lc) exhibitslow (_< 0.1) valuesfor most of the timelongitudesection,with somelocalizedareasof high values during periodsof Geosatdata dropouts. According

Data Dropouts in the Agulhas Return Current Region

One of the difficultiesencounteredwhen interpreting
data contaminated by tidal error aliasing is the variation of the degree of the aliasing over the space-time
region where SSH estimates are made. The aliasing

statistic
I•(f)l canprovide
some
guidance
in suchsit-
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4OO

information on the amplitude and phase of the error in
the tidal model used here, we will use the Schwider-

3OO

directly as an example of the efficacy of the aliasing

ski [1980]model M2 tidal valuesas sampledby Geosat
statistic.

'•'

200

Figure 3 is a time-longitude sectionof the M2 tidal
constituent between 19øE and 44øE along 38.9øS,which
coincidesapproximately with the axis of the Agulhas

......

E

Return
lOO

Current.

These

values were substituted
o

estimates

were made

in the

manner described above except that the model M2 tide

...... ' ....
,":.::?.::":
,C:
-15

-20

-lO

-5

0

Longitude(degrees)

b 0.030
0.025

-

0.020

-

for the actual

Geosat data.

The

aliasingof the tide into apparently westwardpropagating featuresis clear in certain portionsof the plot. An
outstanding feature of this plot is the interruption of the
bands of the aliasedtidal signal at times between 0 and
70 days and between 280 and 430 days. This behavior is
explained by the periodic nature of the data dropouts in
this region and is made clear by the shadingin Figure 3,

which
represent
estimates
forwhichIA(f)l >_0.7.Areas
of Figure 3 that display strong aliased westward prop-

agation coincidewith areasof large valuesof IA(f)l,

0.015-

O.010

-

0.005

-

correspondingto periods of missingdata along ascending ground tracks. The horizontal bands in Figure 3
that interrupt the aliased tidal signal correspondto ar-

easwithlowI(f)l, corresponding
to periods
of little
data

loss.

0.000
-0.30

-0.15

0.00

0.15

0.30

C

4.3.

Global Patterns

Geosat

cycles/degreelongitude

of Me Tidal

Aliasing in

Data

The aliasing statistic providesa global picture of locations where the potential for aliasing of tidal errors
is high. For the estimates made here, there is a well-

400

definedrelationbetweenthe valueof IA(f)l and the rel300

-

ative tidal phase differencebetween the ascendingand

descendingtrack samplesat the crossoverpoint (Figure 4). This relationshipis simpleto understandif the

• 200

lOO

'

0

-20

estimates are consideredweighted averagesof the data.
If the ascendingand descendingtracks sample the tidal
error at relative phasesthat are separated by nearly one
half of the tidal period, then the tidal error will aver-

i

i

,

-15

,

I

i

i

i

-10

i

I

-5

i

,

•

,
6OO

0

Longitude(degrees)

500

Figure 2. (a) Time-longitude section of smoothed
SSH along latitude 38.9øS,determinedusingonly data

•

•oo

from ascendingtracks. The contour interval is 0.05 m.

(b) Powerspectraldensitycorresponding
to Figure 2a
smoothed to provide 18 degreesof freedom. The con-

tour intervalis 0.5 m2/cpdper cycleper degreelongitude. The point to which the M2 tide is aliased by
Geosatis markedby an asterisk.(c) Valuesof the alias-

ingstatisticIA(f)l forthesmoothed
SSHin Figure2a.
The contour

interval

is 0.1.

._

• 300
200

100

o'•"•:'"'"'•

0

20

25

30

35

40

Longitude(degrees)

uations. This is demonstratedhere using Geosat data Figure 3. Time-longitude section of smoothed values
from the AgulhasReturn Current region,wheresystem- of the M2 tide along latitude 38.9øS.The contour interatic dropouts from ascendingtracks for extended peri- val is 0.1 m. The gray areas denote smoothed estimates
ods of time were common.

In the absence of detailed

for whichIA(/)I >_o.7.
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age nearly zero in the estimate. If, on the other hand,
the sample times are at nearly the same relative phase,
then the averaging will not be as effective at mitigating
the tidal

error.

The interval between ascendingand descendingtrack
sample times dependsonly upon latitude. Given the relation expressedin Figure 4, this dependencewill hold
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ERRORS

1.0

• 0.8
.o_ 0.6

forI(f)l aswell.Thevariation
of I(f)l withlatitude •0.4
is shownin Figure 5 for the M2 tidal constituent. These
values of the aliasing statistic were derived assuming
that there were no data dropouts; Figure 5 thus presents
an optimistic assessmentof the latitudinal variation of

the potentialfor tidal aliasing.(It shouldbe notedthat

• 0.2
0.0

-60

I(f)l in general
depends
uponboththespatialand
temporal locations of the estimate. The smoothing parameters used here were selectedusing the method de-

-40

-20

0

20

40

60

Letitude (degrees)

rig.

IA(f)l

liude

etimte

scribedby Cheltonand Schlax[1994]so that the mean at crossoverlocations using the smoothing parameters
squared errors of the SSH estimates do not depend on
the time at which the estimate is made. As a result,
the aliasing statistic doesnot vary with the time of the

given in the text. Asterisksmark the latitudes and cor-

estimate.)

and wavenumber-frequency spectral density plots that.
present clear evidenceof westward propagation. In two
such plots, coveringthe longitude range 45øW to 5øW
at latitudes 30øN and 35øN, they report the existence
of westward propagating signals whose wavenumberfrequency characteristics are compatible with the dispersionrelation for baroclinic Rossbywaves. At a third
latitude, 40øN, a westwardpropagatingsignal is present
but is not consistent with the hypothesis that it is the
result of a Rossby wave.

It is evident from Figure 5 that the potential for the
aliasing of M2 tidal errors in Geosat data fluctuates
rapidly with latitude, depending on the time interval
betweenascendingand descendinggroundtracks. Tidal
error aliasing will be small along 38.9øS,regardlessof
the amplitude and phase of the M2 tidal error. This
is the reasonthat 38.9øS was selectedfor the examples
in the previous sections; at that latitude, the effects of
data dropouts on the aliasing of M2 tidal errors will be

responding
values
of I•(f)l forthetime-longitude
sections in Figure 6.

Tokmakianand Chalknor [1993]acknowledge
that

most apparent.

4.4. Tidal Error Aliasing in Geosat Data from
the Azores Frontal Region
In a recently published study of Geosat data from

the signals that they observe are very close to those
to be expected from tidal error aliasing, but they argue
that the observedsignals are not aliased tides by noting that they achievethe sameresultswhen usingeither

[1980]modelassuppliedwith the NAG
the northeastAtlantic, Tokmakianand Chalknor[1993, the Schwiderski
GDRs
or
the
Cartwright
and Ray [1990]model. They
Figures 6 and 7] show a number of time-longitude

further argue that it is highly unlikely that either of
these models could be in error by an amount consistent
with the 10-cm magnitude of the westwardpropagating

1.0

signalthat they observe.Giventhat Jacobset aL [1992]

© 0.8

calculate M2 tide errors of approximately 8 cm in this
•

regionand giventhe cautionaryremarksof Ray [1993]

0.6

about the inaccuracies of the presently available tidal
models, it is well to examine the nature of the westward propagating signals observedby Tokmakian and

._m

c• 0.4
._

._o

Chalknor [1993]usingthe aliasingstatistic presented

< 0.2

here.

0.0

0

i

•

45

90

Figure 6 showsa seriesof four time-longitude plots
made at latitudes 29.84oN, 32.65oN, 35.29oN, and

•

135

Phase Difference (degrees)

180

38.98øN.

These

latitudes

were selected for two reasons.

First, they are near those used by Tokmakian and Challenor, and second, they are the latitudes of crossovers
Figure4. IA(f)l versus
thedifference
between
ascend-whoseinherent M2 aliasingpotentialsvary dramatically
ing track sample time and descendingtrack sampletime
expressedas the relative phase difference with respect (Figure 5). Each plot in Figure 6 consistsof contours
to the M2 tidal period. The aliasing statistic values of the smoothed estimates of SSH and a gray overlay
are for quadratic loess estimates at crossoverlocations that marks estimates for which the potential for tidal
using the smoothing parameters given in the text.
erroraliasing
ishigh(l•(f)l >_0.7).TheSSHestimates
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Figure 6. Time-longitude
sections
ofsmoothed
SSHalonglatitudes(a) 29.84øN,(b) 32.65øN,(c)
35.29øN,and (d) 38.98øN.The contourintervalis 0.05 m. Missingestimatesare not contoured.

Thegrayareas
denote
smoothed
estimates
forwhichI/(f)l _>0.7.
making up theseplots were constructedas weightedaveragesof nearbyobservationsas describedby Matano ½t

The latitudinal variations of both the spectral energy

at the M2 aliasandI(1)1 •re quantified
in Figure7.

al. [1993].SinceTokmakianandChallenorusedsimple Figure 7a showsestimatesof the power spectral density near the M2 alias for each of the four latitudes

spatial averagingand the Cartwright-Ray tide model,
the plots presentedhere differ in detail from theirs, but
the essentialfeatures are the same in both sets of plots.
The time-longitude sections along 29.84øN and

that are formed as the averageof the four points in the
raw wavenumber-frequencyspectrumnearestto the M2

alias. Figure 7b showsthe variationof the potential for
35.2•øN (Figures6a and 6c, respectively)show both M2 aliasingwith latitude. The dashedcurve is reprostrongwestwardpropagatingsignalsand uniformlyhigh duced from Figure 5 and showsthe ideal variation of

(i.e.,thevalue
of12k(/)l
whenthere
valuesof IA(f)l, the latterin accordance
with Fig- Ik(/)l withlatitude
ure 5. The correspondingwavenumber-frequencypower are no data dropouts). The solid curveis the average
datafortheSSH
spectraldensityplots(not shown)both havedominant valueof IA(/)l fromtheactualGeosat

estimates in each time-longitude plot. The corresponlongitudesectionsalong32.65øN and 38.98øN (Figures dencebetweenthe spectralenergynear the M2 aliasand
in Figure
7. At thelatitudes
where
alias6b and 6d, respectively)provideweakervisualevidence I•(f)l isclear
of a westwardpropagatingsignal. The gray shadingin- ing of any existingM2 tidal error is expected,energetic
dicates that the estimates of SSH at these latitudes are
westwardpropagationat the M2 aliasis observed.Congenerallymuch lessproneto aliasingthan are thosein versely,at latitudeswherelittle M2 aliasingis expected,
Figures 6a and 6c, again in agreementwith Figure 5. there is low signal energy at the M2 alias.
Since 32.65øN and 38.98øN are latitudes at which
The powerspectraldensities(not shown)for theselatter figuresstill showsomeenergynear the M2 alias, but there is little potential for tidal error aliasing,the meththe magnitudesof thesesignalsare muchlessthan those od used in section3.1 for inducing aliasingmay be apat latitudes 29.84øN and 35.29øN.
plied there. Time-longitude sectionswere constructed
peaks centeredon the M2 alias. In contrast, the time-
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frequencyspaceand behavein the manner predicted by
the aliasing statistic.
It is significantthat the magnitudeof the aliasedM2
signal observedhere is closeto that calculatedby Ja-

cobset al. [1992]and indicatesthat the tidal error that
30

32

34

36

38

40

we observeis not due solely to the erroneousimplementation

of the Schwiderski

model discussed in section 2.

Furthermore, since the results obtained with the NAG
GDR version of the Schwiderski tide model apparently

agreewell with thoseobtainedusingthe Cartwright and

Ray model [Tokmakianand Chalknor, 1993],the M2
30

32

34

36

38

40

Longitude(degrees)

tidal error observedhere is not just the result of failure
to accountfor the elastic loading tide but is indicative
of other errors that are independent of which tide model
is used.

Figure 7. (a) Variation with latitude of the power

The results presentedin this sectiondo not discount
the possibility that Rossby waves exist in the Azores
longitude sectionsof Figure 6. The 90% confidence Frontal Regionor that they might exhibit themselvesin
intervals for the 8 degrees-of-freedomspectral estithe Geosat data. However, this analysissuggeststhat
mates are indicated by the vertical lines. The asterisks
show the spectral density values obtained at latitudes at least some of the westward propagation observedin
32.65øN and 38.98øN when only data from descending the Geosat data from this regionis the result of aliasing
tracks
areused.(b) Theaverage
values
of IA(/)l over errors in the model M2 tidal constituents used to correct

spectral density near the M2 alias for the time-

each of the time-longitudesectionsof Figure 6 (solid

the Geosat data.

curve)andthevariation
of IA(/)I withlatitudewhen

that must be exercisedwhen interpreting the presence
of westward propagating signals and their latitudinal
variation as evidencefor the presenceof Rossbywaves.

there are no data dropouts(dashedcurve).
using only data from descendingtracks, and the corresponding estimates of the power spectral density near

These results underscore the caution

5. Conclusion

the M2 alias were made as described above. For the

time-longitude sectionat 32.65øN, the power spectral
density increased from a value of 1.5 when all data were
used to a value of 9.7 when only data from descending tracks were used. At 38.98øN the corresponding
increase was from 2.1 to 9.7. These elevated spectral

values(shownby the asterisksin Figure7a) are closeto
the spectral density valuesobtained at the M2 alias for
the neighboringtime-longitude sectionsat 29.84øN and
35.29øN, where the potential for tidal aliasingis large
for estimatesconstructedfrom combinedascendingand
descendingtrack data. The amplitude of the apparent
westward propagation is in the 5- to 10-cm range.

A simple statistic that warns of the potential for tidal
error aliasingin a given linear estimate of SSH has been
developed. This statistic, which has been shown to be
the modulus of the equivalent transfer function of the
estimate at zero wavenumbers, quantifies the extent to
which any tidal errors may be incorporated into the esti-

mate.Thealiasing
statistic

canbecalulated
with

easefor any tidal constituent and any altimeter orbital
configuration. Attention has been restricted here to the
M2 tide and data from Geosat becauseof the similarity
between the characteristics of aliased M2 tidal error and
annual Rossby wave propagation for the Geosat orbit.
Thus at two latitudes
at which the use of all of
The latitudinal dependenceof the potential for M2
the data precludesthe aliasing of any M2 tide error, tidal aliasing has been calculated for Geosat for the
we have induced such aliasing by using the data only ideal case in which there are no data dropouts. As ilfrom descendingtracks. The amplitude of the west- lustrated by the examples in sections4.2 and 4.4, the
ward propagation so induced is very nearly the same aliasingstatistic can changewhen there are significant
as the amplitude of westward propagation observed data dropouts. The aliasingcharacteristicsvary rapidly
at nearby latitudes where M2 tidal aliasing will occur with latitude and depend on the time interval between
even if data from ascendingand descendingtracks are ascendingand descendingtracks near the location of
used, given the presenceof errors in the M2 model con- interest.
The aliasing statistic has been used here to study
stituent. If the westward propagation observedin the
time-longitude sectionswere truly the result of Rossby the latitudinal variation of westward propagating sigwaves,the observedmagnitude of the propagationman- nals observed in Geosat data from the northeastern Atifested in the Geosat data would not change simply lantic. Becausethe magnitude of signalsoccurring at
becausewe chose to use only ascendingor descending the M2 alias varies in a manner consistent with that
track data. It is difficult to imagine any signal other predicted by the aliasing statistic, it is highly probable
than that from aliased M2 tidal error that would ap- that at least someof the westwardpropagationobserved
pear at precisely the correct location in wavenumber- in this region is due to tidal error aliasing. At lati-
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tudeswhere there is little aliasingand correspondingly Chelton, D. B., and M. G. Schlax,The resolutioncapability
of an irregularly sampled data set: With application to
weak westward propagation, it was possibleto induce
Geosat altimeter data, J. Atmos. Oceanic Technol., 11,
aliasingand strongapparentwestwardpropagationby
534-550, 1994.
selectivelyomitting data from ascendingtracks when
constructing smoothed SSH fields. The ability to do Chelton, D. B., M. G. Schlax, D. L. Witter, and J. G. Richman, Geosat altimeter observations of the surface circulaso provides conclusiveevidencefor the presencein the
tion of the Southern Ocean, J. Geophys. Res., 95, 17,877Geosatdata of westwardpropagatingsignalswhosegen17,903, 1990.
esisis aliasing of M2 tidal errors.
Cheney, R. E., B.C. Douglas, R. W. Agreen, L. Miller, and
The formalism presented here offers a method for
N. S. Doyle, The N OAA Geosat geophysicaldata records:
quantifying the accuracyof tides in altimeter data. In
Summary of the first year of the exact repeat mission,

regions
wherethealiasing
statisticI•(f)l is smallfor

Tech. Memo. NOS NGS-J& 20 pp., Natl. Oceanic and

SSH estimatesconstructedfrom both ascendingand
Atmos. Admin. Boulder, Colo., 1988.
descendingtrack data, the magnitude of tidal errors Cheney, R. E., N. S. Doyle, B.C. Douglas, R. W. Agreen,
can be determinedby considerationof the ascending L. Miller, E. L. Timmerman, and D.C. McAdoo, The
or descendingdata in isolation, which results in SSH

estimates
witha largeI•(f)l. The examples
of this
application of the aliasing statistic in sections4.1 and

complete Geosat altimeter GDR handbook, Manual NOS
NGS 7, Natl. Oceanic and Atmos. Admin., Boulder,
Colo., 1991.

Doyle, N. S., R. E. Cheney, B.C. Douglas, R. W. Agreen,
L. Miller, and E. L. Timmerman, The N OAA Geosatgeophysical data records: Summary of the second year of the
exact repeat mission, Tech. Memo. NOS NGS-J9, 10 pp.,
Natl. Oceanic and Atmos. Admin., Boulder, Colo., 1989.
and the northeast Atlantic and confirms the results of
Jacobs, G. A., G. H. Born, M. E. Parke, and P. C. Allen,
Jacobset al. [1992]in this regard.A systematicappliThe global structure of the annual and semiannual sea
cationof this techniqueto the globaloceanalongeach
surface height variability from Geosat altimeter data, J.
latitude
forwhichI.i•(f)lissmallin Figure5 woudcom- Geophys. Res., 97, 17,813-17,828, 1992.
plementthe tidal error analysisof Jacobse! al. [1992] Jacobs, G. A., W. J. Emery, and G. H. Born, Rossby waves

4.4 determinedthat after the $chwiderski[1980]tidal

correction has been applied and orbit errors have been
removed in the traditional manner, the M2 tidal constituent is in error by 5-10 cm in the southeastAtlantic

and provide a great deal of information about the accuracies of tidal

corrections in altimeter

data.

Work

in progressis attempting to unravel how much of the
tidal error can be attributed to errors in the particular
tide model used and how the tidal errors are affected

by orbit error corrections.
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